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Buddha Face Planter – Ceramic
#20803 – Black 
#20804 – Grey 
#20805 – Orange 
Size: 5” D x 4.25” H 
Price: $7.50 each

1) An instant “classic”: our Buddha Face Planters are one of 
those new products that check-every-box.  Great art – great 
functionality – fresh new design – meaningful 
symbolism…this beautiful planter has it all.  Serene and 
meditative, this is a certain conversation starter.  

2) Made from high quality ceramic – the surface has an 
attractive texture.  Our Buddha Face Planter is perfect for 
both indoor and outdoor use.  



Blue Lotus Ceramic Tea Set 
#10111 
Teapot: 27oz 
Tea Cup: 4oz 
Price: $20.00/set 
Packaging: Gift Box 

1) A striking blue lotus design is highlighted against 
soothing natural tan ceramic.  Lotus is universally 
recognized as a symbol of recovery and hope – it 
flourishes and grows even in the muddiest of water.  

2) This 6 cup set provides a generous tea service – and 
the rope encased handle adds a wonderfully rustic 
element.  



Evil Eye Curio Dish – Ceramic
#41268 – Black
#41269 – Blue 
Size: 4.5” W x 6.25” H 
Price: $7.50 each 

1) No pun-intended when describing this very cool 
curio dish as “eye-catching.” It stares back at the 
world to ward off the evil spirits and keeps you safe 
from harm.

2) Made from high quality ceramic – with a striking 
glaze finish.   The entire dish is edged with gold 
trim.  



Chakra Hearts – Meditation Set
#10583 
Size: 0.8” x 0.8” x 0.4” each 
Price: $12.00 / Set of 7 Stones
Packaging: See-thru Organza Pouch w/Story Card

1) Our newest addition to our growing line
of Chakra giftware.  Each heart-shaped stone
is beautifully polished and the entire set is
packaged in a organza pouch.  

2) 7 beautiful natural stones reflecting chakra 
colors – comprise this lovely meditation set.  
Chakra originates in the Hindu belief in the spiritual 
body.  Chakras are regarded as an energy field 
within the body. Their purpose is to keep the 
physical and spiritual body in balance.   Your set 
contains 7 natural stones: amethyst, lapis, 
aventurine, yellow jade, red jade, red jasper, clear 
crystal.



Buddha with Alms Tray

#41760
Size:  7.5” x 6” x 10” H
Price: $20.00

#41761 
Size: 11” x 7.5” x 13” H
Price: $30.00 

1) Our newest Buddha statue is holding an alms tray – which 
serves as a powerful symbol of compassion and giving.  Buddha is 
translated as the “Awakened One” and describes a state free of 
faults and obstructions.  Buddha’s mind is free of obstructions –
and effortlessly bestows blessings upon others.  

2) The sandy earthen color of this Buddha conveys a sense of 
antiquity and ancient history. Produced in high quality cold-cast 
resin – this very special statue has a natural antique finish.



4pc Set Ceramic Tea Bag Holders – Black 
#10604
Size: 3.5” D x 0.5” H 
Price: $12.00/Set

1) A simple but elegant design offers a perfect solution for that every day problem of handling a tea bag!  
Though originally designed for tea bags – the 3.5 inch diameter dish is also perfect for change, earrings and 
other curios on your desk or bedside.

2) The soft luminescent glaze is both elegant and easy to match with other teaware.  The lotus design 
represents a symbol of hope and recovery.   



4pc Set Ceramic Tea Bag Holder - Green 
#10605
Size: 3.5” D x 0.5” H 
Price: $12.00/Set 

1) A simple but elegant design offers a perfect solution for that every day problem of handling a tea bag!  
Though originally designed for tea bags – the 3.5 inch diameter dish is also perfect for change, earrings and 
other curios on your desk or bedside.

2) The soft luminescent glaze is both elegant and easy to match with other teaware.  The lotus design 
represents a symbol of hope and recovery.   



Elegant Ceramic Crane Mug 
#10256 – Red
#10257 – Green
#10258 – Grey
#10259 – Blue
Size: 13.5oz 
Price: $4.00 each 
Packaging: Color Box 

1) A very distinctive mug characterized by a eye-catching 
high gloss glaze finish – and a very unique handle. 

2) The mugs depict a very elegant crane in full flight.  
Cranes are a revered and popular symbol in Asia – often 
serving as a symbol of long life and health.  The long 
graceful necks are pointed upward – symbolizing hope and 
optimism. 



Meditating  & “Levitating” Buddha
#41759 
Size: 6.5”W x 4”D x 11” H 
Price: $20.00 

1) The term Buddha is translated as the “Awakened One” and 
describes a state free of faults and obstructions.  With a mind 
free of obstructions, Buddha effortlessly bestows blessings 
upon others.  

2) Produced in high quality cold-cast resin – this very special 
statue has a beautiful verdigris finish.  The sturdy design 
creates a sense that Buddha is levitating above the ground –
ethereal and supreme in wisdom.  



1) Matcha is the finely ground powder of green tea leaves.  Unlike traditional tea, with matcha, you are 
drinking the actual leaves, which have been finely powdered.  Traditionally, you mix about a teaspoon of 
matcha powder with 1/3rd cup of hot water (heated to less than a boil).  The whisk is essential and is used to 
blend the powdered tea into the water. 

2) Our beautiful Matcha Bowls are entirely hand-formed and each is a little unique.  The undulating edge
is a distinctive design feature.  The glazes are beautiful and vibrant.  

Matcha Bowl w/Bamboo Whisk
#10606 – Blue 
#10607 – Teal
Bowl Size: 4.75” D x 3.5” H 
Whisk Size: 2.25” D x 4.25” H  
Price: $20.00/Set of 1 Bowl & 1 Whisk



Serenity Hand & Buddha Backflow Incense Burner
#41267 
Size: 9”H x 6.5”W x 5”D
Price: $20.00

1) A powerful display of prayer and reverence
serves as our newest backflow incense burner.   This
beautiful design incorporates the calligraphy symbol of
Buddha with the serenity hand.  Sitting in front – deep 
in prayer is a lone contemplative monk.

2) Made entirely of natural clay and incorporating soft
muted colors, this is a both a symbol of serenity and a
truly beautiful piece of art. Shipped with 30 pieces of 
incense. 



Laughing Buddha w/Gold Ingot 
#41757
Size: 2.5” W x 1.5” D x 4” H 
Price: $5.00

1) A wonderful and inspiring depiction of a joyful and 
happy Buddha.  The term Buddha is translated as the 
“Awakened One” and describes a state free of faults and 
obstructions.  With a mind free of obstructions, Buddha 
effortlessly bestows blessings upon others.  

2) Produced in our popular sandstone finish – the overall 
feel and texture is natural & realistic.   The gold ingot on 
top is a symbol of abundant riches and success.  



Laughing Buddha w/Gold Fan
#41758
Size:  2.25” W x 2” D x 3.25” H 
Price:  $5.00

1) Wearing a string of prayer beads and holding a gold fan, 
this is another new version of our popular sandstone 
Buddha series.  The term Buddha is translated as the 
“Awakened One” and describes a state free of faults and 
obstructions.  With a mind free of obstructions, Buddha 
effortlessly bestows blessings upon others.  

2) Produced in a sandstone finish – the overall feel and 
texture is natural & realistic.   When you wave a fan, it is 
thought to help banish bad luck and negativity from your 
life.  



Yoga Lady Set of 3 – Gold Finish 
#41762
Size: 8” H – 9.5” H 
Price: $35.00/set 

1) Three graceful ladies – enjoying the beauty and
exercise of yoga – comprise the newest addition 
to  top-selling line of Yoga Statuary.  

2) Set includes 3 ladies in a rich soft gold finish.
Made in high quality cold-cast resin – sturdy and 
scratch resistant.  



Mount Fuji – Wood Chopsticks
#10608
Size: 9” L
Price: $5.15 / Set of 5
Packaging: Gift Box 

1) A lovely assortment of brightly decorated 
chopsticks.  The refined narrow tip design reflects 
the traditional Japanese style of chopsticks.

2) Beautiful gift box accompanies this set –
featuring bold artistic calligraphy that describes the 
boxed set of chopsticks.  



Blue & White – Wood Chopsticks
#10609
Size: 9” L
Price: $5.15 / Set of 5
Packaging: Gift Box

1) Dark wood balanced by elegant blue & white
makes these a particularly beautiful & distinctive 
set. The refined narrow tip design reflects the 
traditional Japanese style of chopsticks.

2) Beautiful gift box accompanies this set –
featuring bold artistic calligraphy that describes 
the boxed set of chopsticks.  



Rose Quartz  Eye & Face Depuffer
#10582
Size: 1.5” D x 1.5” H 
Price: $6.50 
Packaging: See-thru Organza Pouch with 
Instructional Hang-Tag

1) Beautiful solid rose quartz serves as the newest
addition to our traditional line of Asian health & beauty tools.   
Apply your favorite skin cream to the area around your eye.  
Gently press and pull the rose quart depuffer from under your 
eye to your temple – several times.  You will stimulate blood 
flow and reduce puffiness.  

2) Similar to the original jade roller, this beauty implement is 
based on the concept of stimulating blood flow and 
circulation through firm but gentle pressure.  



Mini Ceramic Lucky Set  
#42242
Size: 2” x 1.3” x 1.5” H each  
Price: $7.50 / Set of 5

1) A delightful set of traditional Lucky Cats!  The Lucky Cat – called the “Maneki Cat” in Japan – is a symbol 
of hospitality and kindness.  The Lucky Cat is a ubiquitous and hugely popular symbol across Asia – often 
placed in a door or window to welcome family and visitors.   

2) Made from high quality ceramic with a fabric base. Perfect to put on your desk or carry in your purse as a 
symbol of good luck!



Buddha Candle Holder
#10614
Size: 4.25” x 4.5” x 6” H 
Price: $9.00 / includes candle

1) Buddha’s message of serenity and enlightenment is on full 
display in this lovely candle holder.   Buddha is in the act of 
meditation and reflection.  An ideal home décor item – that 
delivers a powerful message of compassion and forgiveness. 

2) Candle holder is made in high quality cold-cast resin and 
features a very natural-appearing bronze finish.  The 
distressed antique finish creates a high level of perceived-
value. 




